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DecoWood® Curly Birch DecoWood® Coastal Spotted Gum

DecoVouge™ Light Concrete DecoVouge™ Earthy Ochre Rust
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DECO Australia has delivered innovative finishing technology to the Australian 
building industry since 2004. DECO leads the Australian market in sublimination 
(photo imaging) finishes and offers a pioneering range of finished aluminium building 
products.

Choosing to harmonize our system seamlessly with handpicked DECO finishes is 
supported by a variety of compelling considerations.

Beautiful: Just like timber, DecoWood® creates an environment of warmth and style, 
while DecoVogue’s professional natural finish offers photographic precision and an 
authentic touch.

Durable: DecoWood® is 50% more durable than standard powder coating and will 
never peel or rub off. Unlike timber, aluminium is resistant to termite attack, and it will 
never warp or rot. Similarly, DecoVouge™ finishes are highly durable, not printed or 
stuck on, ensuring longevity without wear and tear.

Sustainable: With DecoWood®, there’s no logging, no harmful greenhouse gases from 
paints and stains, and it can be recycled at the end of its life. Likewise, DecoVouge™ 
offers an environmentally friendly option as an affordable alternative to other building 
products.

Effortless: No sanding, painting, staining, or oiling is required for DecoWood® or 
DecoVouge™. Both utilize lightweight aluminium, making them quick and easy to 
install. Simply wipe clean using common household sprays for maintenance.

Australian: DECO Australia is entirely Australian-owned and operated.

Quality: Made from the highest quality materials available, DecoWood® withstands 
harsh environmental conditions and fully complies with Australian and international 
standards for quality. Similarly, DecoVouge™ maintains professional quality standards, 
offering flexibility for a range of applications and styles.

Find out more about DECO’s high quality products here:
https://www.deco.net.au
https://www.decorativeimaging.com.au/our-accreditations/
https://www.decorativeimaging.com.au/decotesting/
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Our collaboration aims to redefine spatial aesthetics by offering two distinct ranges of 
finishes, the Signature Finishes and the Australian Native Range, meticulously curated 
for our VL70 & VL70UD systems.

At the heart of our vision lies the belief that lighting should transcend mere 
functionality to become a defining element of architectural beauty. With DECO, we are 
poised to elevate this vision into reality.  
 
Our Signature Finishes range embodies the essence of tailored craftsmanship, inviting 
clients to explore a realm of personalised expression. From sleek modern tones to 
timeless classics, each finish is meticulously handpicked to complement diverse design 
sensibilities. Whether adorning corporate offices or luxury residences, these Signature 
Finishes promise to infuse spaces with unparalleled sophistication.

In parallel, our Australian Native Range pays homage to the rich tapestry of our native 
landscapes. Inspired by the rugged beauty of the Australian wilderness, this collection 
celebrates the raw, untamed allure of our natural surroundings. With finishes evoking 
the warmth of native timbers and the earthy hues of the outback, the Australian 
Native Range promises to imbue interiors with a sense of timeless elegance and 
authenticity.

Imagine the possibilities: timber batten ceilings adorned with functional lighting 
seamlessly integrated into the architecture. Our VL70 & VL70UD systems, now 
complemented by Deco finishes, serve as the perfect canvas for such creative 
expressions. From boutique hotels to high-end commerical projects, these systems 
promise to elevate any space into a work of art.

Furthermore, we understand that every project is unique, and thus, our commitment 
to customisation knows no bounds within our specified quantity requirements. While 
our catalogue showcases a curated selection of DECO finishes, including our Signature 
Range as readily available stocked items, we also offer the Australian Native Range 
available for projects with 80M+ requirements. Clients are invited to draw inspiration 
from DECO’s extensive portfolio, and should a particular hue or texture catch their 
eye, we stand ready to facilitate its incorporation into their vision within the specified 
quantity parameters.

Together, let us illuminate the world with beauty and innovation.

https://www.deco.net.au

ELEVATING SPACES WITH



VL70/VL70UD
signature Finishes readily available

DecoWood® Curly Birch

*Colours and finishes are a guide only and may vary from actual finish
If your preferred finish is not listed please contact us 
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DecoWood® Coastal 
Spotted Gum

DecoVouge™ Light 
Concrete

DecoVouge™ Earthy 
Ochre Rust
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VL70/VL70UD
Australian native finishes 80m+ only
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*Colours and finishes are a guide only and may vary from actual finish
If your preferred finish is not listed please contact us 

DecoWood® Tasmanian 
Oak DecoWood® Snow Gum DecoWood® Silky Oak

DecoWood® Casuarina DecoWood® Australian 
Cedar DecoWood® Brush Box

DecoWood® Iron Bark DecoWood® Bush Cherry DecoWood® Blackbutt
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Innovation centre

visit

DECO Innovation Centre
Visit DECO’s award-winning Innovation Centre to discover their range of architectural 
building products and surface finishes.

The display centre is the destination to visit when you want to bring your home or 
building design to life. Explore the range of architectural products and finishes up 
close, discuss your project and receive expert advice from DECO’s experienced team.

Drop in any time Monday to Friday between 8.30am to 5pm and select Saturdays to 
discuss your project details.

The Deco Innovation Centre is located at:
67-77 Airds Road, Minto, NSW, 2566



(08) 8406 8000
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